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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Pedro Sarradell has contributed to the dictionary with 5 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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específicos
In the pharmacy offices all the prescriptions made by the doctors were prepared.  During the s. XX drugs prepared with
the consequent saving of money and time.  These establishments were advertised as a "specific pharmacy office and
warehouse".

hacanea
Hackney: Jaca of two bodies, the María Moliner definition. César Cantú uses it in his Universal history. volume IV. 
Madrid 1857.

logía
Lodge is a small building located on the side of great works, usually cathedrals.  There medieval stonemasons kept their
tools and in a box with sand in the Centre developed work plans.  Did drawings on paper and sand are removed at the
end of the meeting.

phthiraptera
Phthiraptera.   Is is of the lice, are insects apteros, without wings when are adults have six legs, gathers to several
species.

vacaniar
vacaniar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "macanear." being its meaning:<br>Gaucho speech often
change a letter. José Hernández in the Martin fierro makes frequently.   " macanear " now it is telling lies. Comes from
Mace weapon used by the pampas Indians. It is attributed to President Sarmiento use, not proven. Thus vihuela
becomes viguela, juir flee, mesmo = same


